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You can be successful in merchant services.  You can build a 
residual income stream that you own.  You can create lasting 
relationships with local business owners that will generate 
referrals and profits for the future.  However, in order to 
accomplish all of this you have to make it through your first year.

I know from personal experience that making it through the 
first year is worth it.  I would also say I don’t know of any sales 
professional who focused full time on merchant services for 
twelve months who was not successful in this business after 
following the three keys listed below.  So why do some sales 
people fail in this industry when there is such a clear path to 
success?  Because maintaining focus and discipline for twelve 
months is no easy task, especially without any real guidance to 
know what actions to take and what really matters most.

I want to share with you three simple action steps that I have 
seen work every time with sales professionals who chose the 
merchant services industry. This is not the only way to succeed 
in selling merchant services, but it is a proven way.  Let’s dive in 
to the three keys so you can survive your first year in merchant 
services and achieve the success you want.

Key #1 - Walk into twenty businesses per day.  I start 
with this step because it is the fastest way to determine those 
who are not going to make it through their first year.  You will 
be selling small business owners.  So if you feel that you are 

too good or too scared to walk into 
twenty businesses five days per week, 
you are not going to succeed. 

There are other models which are 
proven.  One would be appointment 
scheduled leads.  Whether you call 
business owners yourself or hire 
someone else to make the calls, get 
the name of the decision maker and 
a time to stop by.  The other proven 
model would be paying for leads such 



as online lead generation.  However, unless you have $3,000+ 
per month to dump into a large scale lead generation campaign, 
you will just spin your wheels for a few months and run out of 
cash.

The beauty of walking into twenty businesses per day is 
simplicity and competitive advantage.  Anyone can do it.  But 
you will have an edge on the competition because so few people 
actually do it consistently.  As in every other area of life, success 
isn’t that complicated.  It is just about finding a proven system 
that works and having the discipline to follow the system on a 
daily basis.

With a proven system for prospecting, why do so few sales 
professionals follow this model?  I have found there are two 
things which keep sales people from following this obvious path 
to success.  

• The first one is pride.  Unfortunately, many sales 
professionals come to the merchant services industry with 
a track record of success.  Though this is an asset, it often 
makes them hesitant to start over from scratch and build 
the connections needed through door-to-door, direct 
selling.  I suffered from too much pride when I started in this 
business.  Before I came to the merchant services industry, I 
was a sales trainer and had thirty direct reports on my sales 
team.  Because of this, I felt it was “beneath me” to do cold 
calling door-to-door when I started my merchant services 
business.  However, I quickly realized I was starting over with 
a new venture.  Status doesn’t really matter when you are an 
army of one.  So I started spending six to eight hours per day 
prospecting in the field and immediately saw a huge jump in 
my sales numbers and income.

Again I stress that if you are not willing to walk into twenty 
businesses per day and you don’t have $3,000+ per month to 
invest into lead generation services, you will fail.  The good 
news is that if you follow the second key to success (see 
below), you will not have to keep up the cold calling very 



long.  Usually in six to twelve months of cold calling you will 
build up a database of contacts.  However, if you want to 
survive your first year in merchant services and set yourself 
up for a more productive second year, get ready to walk into 
twenty businesses per day.

• The second reason sales people do not walk into twenty 
businesses per day is fear.  Fear manifests itself in many 
different ways.  I have seen sales people crippled by fear of 
failure, fear of success, fear of the unknown, fear of looking 
unprofessional, and more.  Fear is something that lives inside 
all of us.  It is insidious and can easily overcome us if we do 
not take deliberate steps to overcome our fears and take the 
actions necessary for success.

Let me provide a few tips I have learned for overcoming fear in 
sales:

• Make action goals, not 
performance goals.  I spend 
a good portion of my time 
talking with sales people on 
the phone and in person.  
One thing I find in common 
with those who struggle as a 
result of fear is goals which are 
almost always outside of their 
control.

Ask a poor performer what his or her goals are; you will 
hear performance goals which are just out of reach.  “I want 
to make one sale every day before I go home,” or “I want to 
make six figures my first year in the business.”  These are not 
goals; these are dreams.  Dreams are good and can motivate 
us.  But if we don’t translate them into action steps within 
our control, dreams will cause fear, guilt, and other negative 
emotions which paralyze us.



• Ask a top performer his or her goals.  You will hear things 
like, “I want to meet five new business owners per day,” or 
“I am working on reading at least one new sales book per 
month,” or “I am spending at least 50% of my time going 
after new business.”  These are goals which are 100% within 
the person’s control.  There is no fear of failure if success 
means you walked into twenty business per day, regardless 
of the outcome.  The ability to achieve this goal is obvious.  
However, if your goal is to make five sales this week, you 
might be a little nervous about failing to achieve your 
objective.

• Celebrate Success. This is a tough one for me. I struggle with 
fear of success.  One reason is because no amount of success 
is good enough for me; I always feel like one success just 
raises the bar.  This is a dangerous emotion on which I have 
worked for years.  Take time to celebrate your first sale!  Take 
time to celebrate your first residual check, no matter how 
small it is.  Buy yourself a special treat after you walk into the 
twentieth business each day. Your attitude about success 
will change.  Rather than success being a never-ending grind 
towards a finish line which moves further away, you will start 
to enjoy the smaller victories.  And you will take decisive 
action to accomplish the small, personal successes that lead 
to bigger success down the road.

Treat your business like a job, so it can become a business.  
How many vacation and sick days do you get?  What are your 
mandatory work hours Monday through Friday?  What are 
your job requirements each day in order to keep your “job”? 
Unfortunately, when people say “I want to be my own boss,” 
they really mean, “I don’t want to have a boss.”  If you want to 
be your boss, then you have to be a boss and a worker.  



One thing I have found after spending years working with 
entrepreneurs and independent sales people is that they 
all think they work around the clock.  However, most don’t 
work as effectively as a forty hour per week employee.  Many 
times they work from home and are distracted half the time, 
making their work unfocussed and unproductive. 

There is no need to work eighty hours per week at this 
business. You don’t have to sacrifice your family or your 
marriage to succeed. You just need to communicate to 
everyone in your life that you are working a normal forty 
hour schedule just like everyone else.  Keep that schedule 
religiously and throw in an extra couple hours here and there 
when a customer needs some support or your admin work 
piles up.  When you are working, work, and when you are 
done working, stop.

Key #2 - Update Your CRM at every stop.  Walking into 
twenty businesses per day and generally working hard is a must, 
but you will eventually either burn out or run out of businesses 
to prospect.  I remember when I first started in this business, 
the company I was working for set appointments for me over 
the phone.  Every day I had three or four appointments.  These 
appointments were terrible and, honestly, a waste of time.  But 
they did get me out of bed every day and in the field.  After only 
four short weeks, I got the call from my sales manager saying 
they had run out of businesses in my area to call.  So I was on 
my own!  This was the best thing that happened to me!  It made 
me recognize that business owners in my local market were not 
just a number; they were real people.  I had to create a strategy 
allowing me to sell a much higher percentage of them than I 
could by sending out marketing pieces or calling them on the 
phone.  That day I remember taking a break for two or three 
hours at a small creek in a park near my house.  There I came up 
with a very simple but effective strategy which I would like to 
share with you:

1. Plan to sell every business owner in your personal brand.  
Notice I didn’t say sell every business owner merchant 



services; that is impossible.  My goal was to sell everyone 
on me.  In my local market, I was known as the credit card 
guy.  I was a recognized expert in what I was doing.  Over 
a period of time, I did my best to become a small business 
expert as well by reading books on business and listening 
to successful small business owners.  The key to this step is 
to approach every business owner as your equal, another 
professional with whom you share a common tie as fellow 
business owners in your community.  If an owner chooses to 
do business with you, that is great!  If not, you should at least 
offer respect to and receive respect from that owner.

2. Initiate contact with as many small business owners as 
possible each day.  Thus, the idea came for walking into 
twenty businesses per day.  This may seem like a big goal.  I 
actually walked into thirty or forty per day at the beginning; 
to walk into twenty businesses only takes about three 
hours if you are prospecting.  Once you have a full pipeline, 
you are hopefully spending a lot of time on follow up and 
closing deals.  Even with that, my top priority / goal every 
day was not making sales.  My goal was to have a meaningful 
interaction with as many business owners as possible in my 
local market and to always meet several business owners for 
the first time each day.

3. Sell the “low hanging fruit.”  On an average day in the field, 
I would meet five to seven business owners for the first time.  
I would identify the one or two business owners I could most 
easily sell.  Then I would put all my sales ability to work in 
order to convince them to start a business relationship with 
me by focusing on the stages of the sales cycle.  I started by 
getting a credit card processing statement.  Then my goal 
was to schedule a follow up meeting to present the cost 
analysis.  Afterwards I closed the sale and made them as 
happy as possible.  I have a lot of other resources on how to 
accomplish this.  Let’s move on.



4. Create digital connections with every business owner 
you meet.  To accomplish this, I used two tools.  One was 
LinkedIn.  I always asked a business owner if he or she was 
on LinkedIn.  If so, I would send an invite from my phone 
on the spot.  Secondly, I asked for an email address and 
promised to send some free information.  My favorite way 
to collect an email address is after I have exhausted every 
attempt to rebuttal their objections.  At that point, they are 
ready to be done with the conversation.  So I give them an 
easy out.  “Thank you so much for your time today.  If I sent 
you some free information about my company, would you at 
least agree to take a look at it so you could circle back later if 
you ever needed assistance with your payment processing 
needs?”  They would almost always say “Yes.”  Then I got the 
email.

5. Stay in touch with every business owner.  I sent out a 
weekly email to all the business owners who gave me an 
email address.  I also made a point of sharing an article with 
them on LinkedIn from another publication I thought they 
would find useful, along with a short personal note.  I did this 
LinkedIn message quarterly.  You would be amazed at how 
quickly this strategy starts producing hot leads.  If you are 
focused on your personal branding, people will start to call 
and email you with questions, something we sales people 
call “buyer signs”!  

6. Record next action steps immediately following every 
interaction.  This one step is the secret to staying productive 
in the field 
rather than 
distracted.  This 
is the difference 
between your 
CRM pushing you 
forward rather 
than holding you 
back.  



After every phone call and every meeting, you must stop for 
thirty seconds and decide what action you will take next with 
this prospect and when you will take that action.  Then you 
must record this action in your CRM; make sure your system 
is air tight!  You must get reminders at the right time.  Most 
sales people like daily tasks for this and then take those tasks 
to create a schedule.

7. Don’t ask for referrals; ask for connections.  After I made a 
sale, I would always check back a week or so later to ensure 
the terminal was installed and the client was happy.  As long 
as the client was happy, I always asked one simple question:  
“Since I am already out here today checking on your service, 
I was wondering if you knew the names of any other local 
business owners?”  That’s it - very simple and very effective.  
Asking for a referral or introduction is a big commitment.  
I don’t need the owner to make the sale for me.  I just 
need to be able to say, “Bob is one of my clients, and he 
recommended I stop by today to talk with you.”

8. Let the system think and organize for you.  I have a terrible 
memory; this is a fact that everyone on my team would 
tell you.  Because of this, I have always had to use air tight 
organization systems to do the remembering.  Once you 
have all this data and next action step information into your 
CRM, just follow up and do what you decided to do.  When 
you get that reminder from three months ago that someone’s 
contract is about to expire, don’t think about it.  Just go to 
the business and talk to the owner!

Summary:  Immediately following every interaction with a 
business owner, take a couple minutes to update your CRM.  
Make sure you include the business name, zip code (for mapping 
purposes), owner’s name, and the email if you got it.  Also, add a 
note or (as we do in our system) “log a call” with details about the 
interaction.  Lastly, make your decision about what, if any, action 
you are going to take next, when that should happen, and how 
you will be reminded from your system to take that action.



Key #3 – The final key to 
surviving your first year 
in merchant services 
is to spend at least 
thirty minutes per day 
listening to, reading, 
or otherwise absorbing 
sales training.  This last key 
is the easiest to follow and 

requires very little explanation.  Let me just say that if you don’t 
follow this key, you will never reach your potential.  You will most 
likely burn out from frustration. 

Never blame external factors for poor sales performance.  
Instead, take control of your sales process and results by learning 
from others, applying what you learn, and changing your sales 
process to be more effective.  To try and sell people all day long is 
emotionally exhausting!  Listening to Brian Tracy or Tom Hopkins 
in the car on the way to an appointment will refuel your passion 
for sales and encourage you to try a bold new strategy.  I have 
been a sales trainer now for over ten years.  I don’t think I have 
ever heard a sales rep say, “James, I listened to your training, did 
exactly what you said, and it didn’t work.”  This goes for anyone 
else’s sales training as well.  Instead, what I hear all the time is, 
“James, I listened to your sales training, but I could never do that 
in my market.” Or “I tried what you said once, but I just don’t think 
it would work for me.”  

Everyone does have a unique and individual sales process, 
but that doesn’t mean you can’t learn from others.  Take the 
time every day to refuel your passion for sales and try a new 
technique.  You will not regret it!

I hope this has been a help to you.  And I hope you decide to 
commit yourself full time to merchant services for the next 
twelve months.  Using the three keys above will build the 
residual income and quality local business relationships to take 
your success to the next level!


